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Abstract

We present and apply two methods for addressing the
problem of selecting relevant training data out of a general
pool for use in tasks such as machine translation. Build-
ing on existing work on class-based language difference
models [1], we first introduce a cluster-based method that
uses Brown clusters to condense the vocabulary of the cor-
pora. Secondly, we implement the cynical data selection
method [2], which incrementally constructs a training corpus
to efficiently model the task corpus. Both the cluster-based
and the cynical data selection approaches are used for the first
time within a machine translation system, and we perform a
head-to-head comparison.

Our intrinsic evaluations show that both new meth-
ods outperform the standard Moore-Lewis approach (cross-
entropy difference), in terms of better perplexity and OOV
rates on in-domain data. The cynical approach converges
much quicker, covering nearly all of the in-domain vocab-
ulary with 84% less data than the other methods.

Furthermore, the new approaches can be used to se-
lect machine translation training data for training better sys-
tems. Our results confirm that class-based selection using
Brown clusters is a viable alternative to POS-based class-
based methods, and removes the reliance on a part-of-speech
tagger. Additionally, we are able to validate the recently pro-
posed cynical data selection method, showing that its per-
formance in SMT models surpasses that of traditional cross-
entropy difference methods and more closely matches the
sentence length of the task corpus.

1. Data Selection, Previously

1.1. Moore-Lewis Data Selection

The standard data selection method of Moore and Lewis [3]
uses cross-entropy difference as the similarity metric to esti-
mate the relevance of each sentence in the general pool cor-
pus. This method takes advantage of the presumed mismatch
between the pool data and the task domain. It first trains an
in-domain language model (LM) on the task data, and then
trains another LM on the full pool of general data. The aver-

age per-word perplexity of each sentence in the pool data is
computed relative to each of these models. The cross-entropy
Hlm(s) of a sentence s, according to language model lm, is
the log of the perplexity of the language model on that sen-
tence. The cross-entropy difference score of [3] is:

HLMTASK
(s)�HLMPOOL

(s).

Sentences that are most like the task data, and most un-
like an average sentence in the full pool will have lower
cross-entropy difference scores. A modification of this
method, the bilingual Moore-Lewis criterion [4] used for se-
lecting bilingual data for machine translation. This is a sim-
ple extension, combining the cross-entropy difference scores
from each side of the corpus; i.e. for sentence pair hs1, s2i

�
HLMTASK1

(s1)�HLMPOOL1
(s1)

�

+
�
HLMTASK2

(s2)�HLMPOOL2
(s2)

�
.

For both the regular and bilingual Moore-Lewis methods,
data selection is performed by sorting the sentences accord-
ing to the corresponding criterion and picking the top n sen-
tences (or sentence pairs). Determining the optimal value of
n is typically done empirically, training systems on subsets
of increasing size, and evaluating on a held-out set.

1.2. Class-based Language Difference Models for Data

Selection

The cross-entropy difference method can be improved by us-
ing language difference models (LDMs) instead of normal
language models to compute the cross-entropy scores [1].
The standard and bilingual Moore-Lewis data selection
methods use n-gram language models to calculate the cross-
entropy difference scores needed to rank sentences in the data
pool. However, this creates a structural mismatch in the al-
gorithm. The standard language models used in the com-
putation are generative models; they can be used to predict
the next word. Yet, the actual cross-entropy difference score
is discriminative in nature, because it asks: is the sentence
more like the task corpus, or more like the pool corpus?
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This conceptual gap is well-known, and has led to data
selection approaches that use classifiers to determine domain
membership. However, to build a classifier is to fall into a
trap! Only the Moore-Lewis score is discriminative; the un-
derlying corpora themselves are not. This is readily seen by
noting that a sentence can appear in both the task and the pool
corpora without any contradiction: “task-ness” and “pool-
ness” are defined by construction rather than by any inherent
characteristic. The two could overlap by 1%, or by 99%, and
they would still be two corpora labeled ‘task’ and ‘pool’.

It may help to reframe the ‘task’ corpus as “a pile of data
that we already know we like”, and the ‘pool’ corpus as “a
pile of data about which we do not yet have an opinion”. It
is not necessary to know why we like the data in the task
corpus; it is also not necessary to have any opinion about
whether the pool data looks useful, or not. With this view, the
two corpora are not in opposition. Because they do not form
opposing ends of a spectrum, then there is no underlying “in-
domain vs out-of-domain” classification problem.1

We previously defined a discriminative representation of
the corpus as one that explicitly marks how the corpora dif-
fer. This helps quantify the difference between the task and
the pool corpora. In [1], every word in the corpora was re-
placed by a synthetic tag consisting of a class label and a
discriminative marker. This procedure led to a representa-
tion of the text that explicitly encoded language differences
between the corpora. Once the text had been transformed,
the regular Moore-Lewis cross-entropy difference method is
applied: two “language models” are trained on the task and
the pool. As the representation is discriminative, we have
snuck discriminative information into the generative frame-
work of the language models, so the two models are actually
language difference models. Each sentence is then scored
with the two models, and the scores are subtracted and used
to sort the data pool and select the top n lines. The bilingual
version of class-based language difference models is exactly
the same as bilingual Moore-Lewis: the corpus representa-
tion has changed, but the algorithm has not.

The tags in that work combined part-of-speech (POS)
tags plus a suffix indicating the relative bias of each word.
Both they and [5] showed improved translation results when
using the class-based difference labels to train the models
for cross-entropy difference computation, instead of just us-
ing the words themselves. A variationused 20 class labels
derived from an unsupervised POS tagger to create the lan-
guage difference model [6] , but they did not obtain positive
results when selecting monolingual data for back-translation
and then subsequently using the artificially-parallel data to
train a neural MT system.

1 We still use ‘in-domain’ and ‘task’ interchangeably.

2. Proposed Methods

2.1. Cluster-Based Language Difference Models

Using POS tags, as the basis for the discriminative tags that
reduce the lexicon, creates a dependency on such a part-of-
speech tagger. Such a tool is not always reliable, nor even
available, for many languages nor specialized kinds of lan-
guage. [1] posited that other methods of creating classes that
capture underlying relationships within sentences (such as
clustering or topic labels) might yield similar improvements.

Following that hypothesis, we experimented with data
selection using class-based language difference models.
The synthetic difference representations were created using
Brown cluster labels (generated from all of the words in the
corpora) plus a relative-bias qualifier. Brown clustering [7] is
a way of partitioning a lexicon into classes according to the
context in which the words occur in a corpus. Context, in this
case, means the distribution of the words to their immediate
left and right. The process of creating the clusters also gen-
erates a hierarchy above them, in the form of an unbalanced
binary tree. Each word is assigned a bit string, and words
that are statistically similar with respect to their neighbors
will have similar bit strings and thus will be close together in
the tree. An advantage of this method is that the number of
clusters is freely specifiable, with a theoretical maximum of
V , the size of the vocabulary. Choosing the correct amount
is important, as too low a number would lead to poor-quality
clusters, but generating a high number of them is computa-
tionally expensive.

Following standard practice, we chose 1,000 as the num-
ber of clusters and added a suffix to indicate how much more
likely a word is to appear in the task than in the pool corpus.
Consistent with Table 1 of [1], we binned the probability ra-
tios by order of magnitude (powers of e), from e

�3 to e
3. We

indicated e
�3

< x < e
�2 with the suffix “--”, e1 < x < e

2

as “+”, and so on. The following is an example of the text’s
new discriminative representation:

Original massive biotische krisen ... in

vulkanen , gletschern , ozeanen .

Transformed 682/0 UNK/+ 935/0 3/- 7/0

890/0 1/0 890/0 1/0 862/+ 2/0

The number before the slash indicates the cluster ID, and
the marker after it represents the first digit of the log (i.e.
exponent) of the ratio of the word’s probability to appear in
the task corpus divided by its probability in the pool corpus.

Our class-based language difference model representa-
tion condensed the vocabulary of each of the corpora by at
least 97%. Table 1 contains the sizes of the corpus vocabu-
laries before and after the cluster-based reduction.

It is on this transformed text that the language difference
models were trained and the cross-entropy difference scores
computed. After ranking and selecting, the sentences were
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Corpus Word Types Condensed Reduction

Task (DE) 93,767 1,691 -98.20 %

Task (EN) 53,284 1,562 -97.07 %

Pool (DE) 1,135,226 2,570 -99.77 %

Pool (EN) 894,270 2,375 -99.73 %

Table 1: Size of the vocabularies that form the representation
of the corpora used by the language difference models.

transformed back to the original words and the MT systems
were trained as usual.

2.2. Cynical Data Selection

The Moore-Lewis cross-entropy difference method has
proved enduring, despite the subsequent development of sev-
eral other methods with slightly better performance. Cross-
entropy difference has had the advantage of being intuitive,
reasonably effective, and easy to implement and integrate
into existing MT pipelines. That said, it also has some struc-
tural problems.

Its subtractive relevance score implicitly defines the task
and pool corpora as being opposing ends of a single spec-
trum: if the in-domain LM likes a sentence, it must be good,
and if the pool LM likes it, then the sentence is irrelevant.
This is never true, because language does not decompose
cleanly into disjoint subsets, much less disjoint domains nor
topics. The cross-entropy difference method is particularly
weak when the task and pool corpora are similar, because the
scores cancel out. Furthermore, the cross-entropy difference
score indicates onlythat the selected sentences are well-liked
by the in-domain model. It does not know whether the sen-
tences are known to actually help model the in-domain data,
nor if they even cover the in-domain vocabulary.

Cynical data selection [2] is a recent method to incre-
mentally construct an efficient training corpus that models
the in-domain corpus as closely as possible. Each sentence
is scored by how much it would help model a particular task
corpus, if it were added to the existing training corpus at the
current iteration. The core idea was described as “an incre-
mental greedy selection scheme based on relative entropy,
which selects a sentence if adding it to the already selected
set of sentences reduces the relative entropy with respect to
the in-domain data distribution” [8].

Cynical selection2 is an iterative algorithm that keeps
track of how well the currently-selected data can model the
task data. This is done via measuring the perplexity of a un-
igram LM trained on the selected sentences and evaluated
on the in-domain corpus. The method iterates through all
the words in the lexicon, and computes the expected entropy

2 Sentences are only selected if they are of provable utility, regardless of
whether an in-domain LM would like it, hence the name.

gain from adding a single instance of that word to the se-
lected data. This step enables the algorithm to depend on
the number of words in the lexicon rather than the number
of sentences in the pool. The best word (that lowers en-
tropy the most) is chosen. Given that word, the algorithm
iterates through all the available (un-picked) sentences con-
taining that word, and computes the expected entropy change
from adding that single sentence by itself to the previously-
selected set. The sentence with the most negative change is
added, and the task perplexity is recomputed, taking into ac-
count the sentence that was just selected.

3. Experimental Setup

3.1. Data

We experimented on the German-to-English parallel data
from the MT evaluation campaign for IWSLT 20173. Our
task data was the TED Talks corpus [9], comprising 218k
parallel training sentences. The pool of available data con-
sisted of 17.6M parallel sentences assembled from mul-
tiple sources: the preprocessed dataset from the WMT
2017 translation task4 (containing the Europarl v7, Common
Crawl and News Commentary corpora) and the OpenSub-
titles2016 collection5. We tuned on dev2010 and tested
on the concatenation of the test2010, test2011,

test2012, test2013, test2014, and test2015

datasets released for IWSLT 2017.
All corpora were preprocessed with the standard

Moses [10] tools following the same pipeline employed in
the preparation of the WMT 2017 preprocessed MT data6.
The sizes of the resulting datasets are in Table 2.

Corpus Contents Sentences Tokens (DE)

Task TED Talks 218,020 4.0 M

Pool WMT17 5,852,458 134.8 M

OpenSubtitles 2016 11,811,574 100.1 M

Total 17,664,032 235 M

Tune dev2010 920 19.3 k

Test test2010-2015 8,431 154.8 k

Table 2: German-English parallel data statistics.

3
https://sites.google.com/site/

iwsltevaluation2017/data-provided

4
http://www.statmt.org/wmt17/translation-task.

html

5
http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/OpenSubtitles2016.php

6
http://data.statmt.org/wmt17/translation-task/

preprocessed/de-en/prepare.sh
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3.2. SMT Training Pipeline

We trained our models with a statistical machine translation
pipeline built upon a combination of open-source tools. Input
data was further subjected to various normalizations, such as
lowercasing, diacritic normalization, and the standardization
of quotation marks. We split compound nouns on the Ger-
man input using ASVToolBoox [11].

Translation was done with the Joshua decoder [12],
an implementation of hierarchical phrase-based statistical
machine translation. In some experiments, an additional
target-side background language model was used while de-
coding, to promote fluent output and provide a more re-
alistic use case. Word alignments were learned using
fast align [13] with alignment models estimated in both
directions and symmetrized using grow-diag-final-and [14].
Grammar extraction was performed using the open-source
framework Thrax

7 and run on potent Elastic MapReduce
(EMR) clusters during training. Tuning was done with the
Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA) [15] and opti-
mized on BLEU [16].

3.3. Data Selection Tools

The standard Moore-Lewis method uses n-gram language
models to compute the cross-entropy score of each sentence
according to the task and pool LMs. We used kenlm [17] to
estimate 6-gram Kneser-Ney (KN) smoothed language mod-
els, padding the vocabulary to 1.5M.

Our implementation of class-based difference models
used Brown clusters and unigram frequency ratios to auto-
matically produce discriminative representations of the task
and pool corpora. These followed the steps in [1], with ev-
ery word replaced by a new token consisting of a cluster la-
bel and a bias suffix. We employed the unsupervised Brown
clustering algorithm [7] for the construction of the clusters.
The label+suffix tokens explicitly show how and where the
two corpora’s distributions differ from each other. We then
trained 6-gram KN language models on this new represen-
tation. These models were used to compute cross-entropy
difference scores over the new representation, and then the
sentences were sorted by score. The discriminative repre-
sentations were replaced by the original sentences after the
selection process completed.

We wrote (and released8) an open-source implementation
of the cynical selection algorithm. Reducing the vocabulary
size, by collapsing words into a single label, makes the al-
gorithm’s approximations tractable. We used the algorithm’s
default heuristics for vocabulary reduction, shown in Table 3.
Each criterion was applied (in order) to every word v in the
joint lexicon of the corpora. If the criterion was met, the
word was replaced, and no further criteria were applied to the
word. After all the criteria were applied, most of the vocab-
ulary types had been collapsed down to a handful of labels,

7
https://github.com/joshua-decoder/thrax

8
https://github.com/amittai/cynical

and the only words that remained intact were ones whose
probability ratios were biased towards the task distribution.

Criteria Word Types Replaced By

CTASK(v) = 0 1,050,590 useless

CPOOL(v) = 0 9,131 impossible

CTASK(v) < 3 4,946 dubious

AND CPOOL(v) < 3
PTASK(v)
PPOOL(v)

< e
�1 3,945 bad

e
�1

<
PTASK(v)
PPOOL(v)

< e 22,453 boring

Table 3: Criteria used to reduce the German lexicon from
1.14M to 29k for cynical data selection, baseed on the counts
C and probabilities P for each word. Only the first criterion
to match each word was applied, the word then being re-
placed by the corresponding tag.The second column shows
how many word types were replaced by each rule.

The intuition for the replacements is as follows: If a word
v does not appear in the task corpus, then it is useless for
estimating relevance because it does not figure into the en-
tropy calculations. If a word is in the task corpus but not
in the pool, then it is impossible to change its empiri-
cal probability by adding sentences from the data pool. The
probability of rare words (occurring once or twice in both
corpora) cannot be estimated reliably, so their statistics are
dubious. Words that are heavily skewed towards the pool
distribution are bad for determining usefulness or informa-
tion gain, because there is a danger that they will be over-
represented in the selected sentences. We also tried append-
ing a bias suffix to the bad label, following the procedure
from the class-based language difference model approach.

Even if we selected sentences randomly, we can expect
to accurately estimate the probabilities of words occurring
at roughly the same rate in both corpora, so their probabil-
ity ratios are boring. We experimented with further di-
viding this category based on the frequency of these words
in the task corpus, with the goal of limiting the number of
sentences in which each token appears. This is important be-
cause the cynical algorithm implementation avoids compu-
tational complexity in terms of the number of sentences by
replacing it with computational complexity in terms of the
number of sentences in which words appear. However nearly
every sentence in the pool contained a boring word, and it
is not clear that this had any effect.

Due to the size of the pool corpus, we enabled the cyn-
ical data selection’s “batchmode”, where a variable amount
(log k) of sentences are selected per iteration. This variable
batch size is computed from k, the number of sentences that
contain the “most useful word” for the current iteration.
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4. Experiments and Results

We evaluated three data selection approaches: standard
Moore-Lewis (monolingual and bilingual), class-based lan-
guage difference models using Brown clusters (also monolin-
gual and bilingual), and cynical data selection (monolingual
only). The monolingual methods were used on each of the in-
put and output languages, so we have results for all methods
on both languages. Our contribution is the first published use
of Brown clusters for class-based language difference mod-
els, and also of cynical data selection. We present a head-to-
head comparison of both, as well as comparing against the
cross-entropy difference standards.

Each data selection method produced a subset of the pool
corpus in which sentences are ranked by their relevance. The
first four assign an absolute relevance score (some variation
on cross-entropy difference) for each sentence. The cynical
method provides a ranking, but the score for each sentence is
the relative relevance score of each sentence with respect to
all the higher-ranked sentences that precede it. For each ex-
periment, we examined increasingly larger slices of the data
ranging from the best n = 100k to the best n = 12M sen-
tences out of the 17.6M sentence pairs available.

4.1. Perplexity of Modeling In-Domain Data

In all cases, we first evaluated the selected data by itself, ex-
amining how well the selected data can model the task data.
For this, we measured the perplexity and OOV count on the
in-domain corpus, using models trained on only the selected
data. For each of the data selection methods, we trained lan-
guage models on the most relevant subsets of various sizes.
The language models were similar to those used for selection
(n-gram order 4, and vocabulary padded to 1.5M). We evalu-
ated these models on their perplexity on the entire in-domain
TED training set (218k sentences). Figure 1 and 2 show the
full language modeling perplexity results for the input (Ger-
man) and output (English) languages, respectively.

Each of the cluster-based data selection methods on the
German side outperformed their vanilla Moore-Lewis coun-
terparts (comparing monolingual cluster-based vs monolin-
gual Moore-Lewis, both on the German side, and com-
paring bilingual cluster-based vs bilingual Moore-Lewis).
At 6M sentences selected, near convergence, the cluster-
based methods are each 20 perplexity points better than the
standard cross-entropy difference, but the cynical selection
method is slightly better. At 2M sentences selected, where
the cynical method is nearly at its optimal perplexity, the
gap between the cluster-based and standard approaches is
40 points, but the cynical method is 20 points better still, as
highlighted in Table 4, despite being a monolingual method.

On the English side, the improvements are similar in pat-
tern though smaller in magnitude. This is expected, as En-
glish is easier to model than German. The cluster-based
methods significantly outperform the regular Moore-Lewis
methods. The cynical method once again converges the

Figure 1: Evaluating the selected data via perplexity scores
on the TED DE (input) corpus. The cluster-based methods
are better than their standard counterparts, and the cynical
method is better still.

Method ppl at 2M ppl at 6M

Moore-Lewis, mono (DE) 289.2 217.7

Cluster-based, mono (DE) 241.3 198.5

Moore-Lewis, bilingual 264.8 209.2

Cluster-based, bilingual 218.7 189.6

Cynical, mono (DE) 192.5 185.2

Table 4: Perplexity scores on the TED DE (input) corpus for
the models trained with 2M and 6M selected sentences.

fastest of all the methods (after 2M sentences, compared to
6M for the others), though the cluster-based methods reach
the lowest perplexity.

4.2. Out-of-Vocabulary Rate on In-Domain Data

Next, we computed the out of vocabulary (OOV) token count
on the task corpus, using language models trained on only the
selected data. Figures 3 and 4 show the OOV curves for the
selected data with respect to the roughly 4M-token TED cor-
pus in the input (German) and output (English) languages,
respectively. In both graphs, the cluster-based Moore-Lewis
methods converge to their final OOV count after selecting 6
to 8 million sentences. At the 6M sentence mark, the cluster-
based methods have one-third fewer OOV tokens in the TED
corpus than the vanilla Moore-Lewis methods. This substan-
tial improvement corroborates the results from the method as
proposed in [1].

However, the OOV rate of data selected using the new
cynical data selection method is better still, by a large mar-
gin. At 1M sentences, the cynical subset has 85% fewer
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Figure 2: Comparison of perplexity scores on the TED EN
(output) corpus. The new methods perform better than the
standard approaches.

OOVs than the monolingual Moore-Lewis, and 65% fewer
than the monolingual cluster-based version. More impor-
tantly, the first million sentences selected via the cynical
method cover more of the task vocabulary than any quantity
of data selected via the other methods. This rapid conver-
gence to the minimum possible OOV rate – the number of
OOV tokens relative to all of the pool data – results from the
heuristic used by the cynical algorithm to select the word that
needs to be covered by the next selected sentence.

4.3. Improving an In-Domain System with Selected Data

Next, we performed an extrinsic evaluation, using the se-
lected data to train machine translation models to be used in
combination with the baseline in-domain system. In this way
we tested the ability of the data selection methods to select
subsets of the data that were actually useful in practice.

Figure 5 shows the machine translation results using
BLEU. The horizontal dashed line is a static baseline that
uses all of (and only) the available in-domain training data.
The other curves are from multi-model systems where a
model trained on selected data is used in combination with
one trained on the task data. Each system curve in Figure 5
shows the average score over 3 tuning and decoding runs, to
mitigate the variability of MT tuning.

The baseline adapted systems using data selected via
vanilla monolingual Moore-Lewis and the bilingual version
performed better than the in-domain-only system, as ex-
pected. The difference between the monolingual and the
bilingual versions’ scores were minor, with the bilingual ver-
sions slightly ahead. The cluster-based versions of Moore-
Lewis, which used language difference models to compute
the cross-entropy difference scores, were roughly half a point

Figure 3: Number of OOV tokens in the TED DE (input)
corpus, according to LMs trained on the selected data.

Figure 4: Number of OOV tokens in the TED EN (output)
corpus, according to LMs trained on the selected data.

better than the standard versions. The cynical methods per-
formed as well as the fine-grained cluster-based approaches,
despite collapsing approximately 850,000 vocabulary items
down to a dozen coarse labels.

BLEU scores corresponding to models trained with 2M
and 6M selected sentences are compared in Table 5. These
results demonstrate that completely automatic clustering
methods can be used to construct language difference mod-
els, so class-based version of cross-entropy difference need
not depend on the availability of linguistically-derived labels.

As a further test, we examined the use of these selected
corpora inside a more robust system: one that has both in-
domain parallel data, and a large background target-side lan-
guage model. Figure 6 shows the BLEU scores of multi-
model systems that also incorporate a large background lan-
guage model for decoding.
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Figure 5: Comparison of BLEU scores on multi-model sys-
tems using both task data and subcorpora (from 100k to
12M sentences) selected via each data selection method. The
dashed line corresponds to a system trained on the task data
only. The thin solid line indicates the result (28.59) obtained
from training with the entire pool of 17.6M sentences.

Table 6 shows numeric values of the scores at 2M and 6M
selected sentences, computed by averaging 2 training runs
with target-side language model for fluency. Incorporating
the background LM leads to overall score increases of +1 to
+2 BLEU points compared to the results in Figure 5. Again,
the cluster-based extension of Moore-Lewis outperforms the
vanilla version. However, the cynical selection method ex-
hibits bimodal performance: For smaller amounts of selected
data, up to 4M sentences, it follows the performance of the
class-based methods. After that, it switches sharply to track-
ing the performance of the vanilla methods. The gap is not
large, so it might be due to jitter from tuning, but it is curious.

4.4. Better Matching of In-Domain Sentence Length

One of the advantages of data selection is that it allows for
significantly smaller translation systems that perform at least
as well as one trained on the full large-scale pool corpus.
This holds true for all of the methods compared in this work:
The size reduction of the translation systems is roughly pro-
portional overall to the reduction in training corpus size.
However, we noticed that the translation systems trained on
the cynical subcorpora are twice as large as the ones selected
using cross-entropy difference variants. We discovered that
the Moore-Lewis style selection methods produced subcor-
pora that were almost identical in size, both on disk and in the
number of tokens. The cynical method produced subsets con-

Method BLEU at 2M BLEU at 6M

Moore-Lewis, mono (DE) 27.50 28.07

Cluster-based, mono (DE) 27.88 28.47

Moore-Lewis, bilingual 27.59 28.24

Cluster-based, bilingual 27.96 28.54

Cynical, mono (DE) 27.85 28.60

Table 5: BLEU scores on preprocessed data at 2M and 6M
selected sentences from averaging 3 runs for a system, con-
figured without background language model.

Method BLEU at 2M BLEU at 6M

Moore-Lewis, mono (DE) 28.55 29.61

Cluster-based, mono (DE) 29.19 29.90

Moore-Lewis, bilingual 28.72 29.56

Cluster-based, bilingual 29.34 29.93

Cynical, mono (DE) 29.33 29.69

Table 6: BLEU scores on preprocessed data at 2M and 6M
selected sentences from averaging 2 runs using the more ro-
bust configuration with background language model.

taining significantly longer sentences than the other methods.
Upon examination the sentences seemed fairly ordinary (i.e.
normal sentences, not particularly long), and it was the other
methods that were producing significantly shorter sentences.
Figure 7 shows how the average sentence length changes
with the number of sentences selected for each method.

The in-domain average sentence length is 19 tokens per
sentence, and the pool corpus average is 14. All of the
Moore-Lewis variants have average sentence lengths even
shorter than the pool average, and never greater. The cynical
method mostly selected pool data matching the task average
sentence length, despite having no explicit way to note the
length of the selected sentences. This appears to substanti-
ate the assertion that “the length biases of the penalty and
the gain terms counteract each other, guarding the algorithm
from the Moore-Lewis method’s fixation on one-word sen-
tences with a very common token” [2].

5. Conclusions

We have shown that both cluster-based language difference
models and cynical data selection can be used to train better
task-specific machine translation systems and more closely
model a task corpus. This is the first published use of both
methods. Using Brown clusters instead of POS tags makes
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Figure 6: Same as Figure 5 but for the system with back-
ground language model. The BLEU score for the configura-
tion with the entire pool data set is 29.77.

the language difference model variant of Moore-Lewis be
both language- and situation-agnostic. We have not com-
pared the two directly, but have shown that automatic cluster-
ing can be used successfully. This is good for domain adapta-
tion scenarios where the particular kind of language is either
low-resource or wildly different from the kind of data used
to train NLP tools.

Also, we have presented empirical validation of the cyn-
ical selection method. Despite some of the crude algorith-
mic choices (4 labels for 97% of the lexicon) as well as run-
ning in batch mode, the cynical selection method’s perfor-
mance matches the best variant of Moore-Lewis. Further im-
provements might well be possible with more fine-grained
labels (e.g. adopting the Brown clustering labels from this
work). The cynical method, as implemented, converges after
roughly 66% less data has been selected, compared to any of
the cluster-based and vanilla Moore-Lewis methods, and has
the best out-of-vocabulary word coverage.

The tradeoff is that while cynical selection picks better
sentences, leading to smaller selected corpora, it also uses
significant amounts of RAM (60gb for 17m sentences) and
time (1 day; after all, n log n is still super-linear in com-
plexity). Our implementation is inefficient, but the memory
requirements will always be larger than the class-based lan-
guage difference model version of Moore-Lewis which was
developed to reduce the run-time requirements for data selec-
tion. This is because cynical selection must store the entire
pool corpus in memory, whereas the reduced lexicon of the
class-based approach means the algorithm runs in roughly
constant space. Where time or computation are at a pre-

Figure 7: Average number of tokens per sentence, as a func-
tion of selected corpus size.

mium, the cluster-based version is the best and most efficient
version of cross-entropy difference. Where the resources are
available, the cynical selection method is more accurate.
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